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Cast and Creative Team
Cast
Chris Carswell
LEAF CONEYBEAR/CARL DAD
Training: Mountview.
Theatre: includes Our House (Birmingham Rep/UK tour), Horrid Henry (UK tour),
Jack and the Beanstalk (Oxford Playhouse), Aladdin (Chelmsford Civic).

David Fynn
WILLIAM BARFEE/LEAF’S DAD
Training: Webber Douglas.
Theatre: includes Thunderer (Edinburgh Festival/UK tour), All My Sons (Leicester
Curve), Ed (Trafalgar), Trainspotting, Toys (new Leicester Square Theatre), Starving
(Theatre503), Tickledom (Gatehouse), Romeo and Juliet (NT educational tour),
Mojo (UK tour).
Film: includes Deviation, Leap Year, Heart of Stone, Showreel.
Television: includes Peep Show, Doctor Who, The Inbetweeners, Spooks,
Teachers, Doctors.

Hayley Gallivan
OLIVE OSTROVSKY
Training: Arts Educational.
Theatre: includes Grease (Piccadilly), Spring Awakening (Lyric Hammersmith/
Novello), Fiddler on the Roof (UK tour), Original Days (Finborough), The Boy
Friend, Lady Be Good (Regent’s Park), Dick Whittington (Swansea grand), Follies in
Concert (London Palladium).

Harry Hepple
CHIP TOLENTINO
Training: RADA.
Theatre: includes Guys and Dolls (Cambridge Arts), Jump (Newcastle Live), Been
So Long (Young Vic), Burnt by the Sun (NT), I Caught Crabs in Walberswick (Bush/
UK tour), Alaska (Royal Court), West Side Story (Gala Theatre).
Television: includes Inspector George Gently, Doctors, Misfits.
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Katherine Kingsley
RONA LISA PERRETTI/OLIVE’S MUM
For the Donmar: Company in concert (Queen’s), Piaf (also Vaudeville).
Theatre: Aspects of Love (Menier), The 39 Steps (Liverpool Playhouse/UK tour),
The Black and White Ball (King’s Head), Hobson’s Choice (Chichester Festival
Theatre), High Society (Shaftesbury), Habeas Corpus (Northcott), The Canterbury
Tales, The Memory of Water (Bristol Old Vic), Suddenly at Home (Theatre Royal,
Windsor).
Film: includes Weekend, Days of the Siren, Now We Are Three, 100 Second
Marriage.
Television: includes The Bill, Hollyoaks, Jane Hall’s Big Bad Bus Ride, Telephone
Detectives, Operation Good Guys.

Maria Lawson
MARCY PARK/LEAF’S SISTER
Training: Guildford School of Acting.
Theatre: includes Lennon (Royal Court, Liverpool), Avenue Q (Wyndham’s), From
a Jack to a King (Far East tour), Privates on Parade (West Yorkshire Playhouse/
Birmingham Rep), The Pajama Game (Union), Mahabharata (UK tour), The Servant
to Two Masters, It’s a Fine Life!, A View from the Bridge, Wait Until Dark, Romeo
and Juliet, Private Lives, Keep on Running (Queen’s, Hornchurch), Miss Saigon
(UK tour/Sweden), Aladdin (Bury St Edmunds), Ann Veronica (Theatre Museum,
London), Science (Bridewell).
Television: includes Love Soup, London Calling.

Ako Mitchell
MITCH MAHONEY/DAN DAD/OLIVE’S DAD
Training: Northwestern University and Chicago Music College of Roosevelt
University.
Theatre: includes Sister Act (London Palladium), The Lion King (Lyceum), Dr
Dolittle (UK tour), Broadway in the Shadows (Arcola), Beatrix Potter’s Jemima
Puddleduck and Other Stories (Unicorn), Mystery Plays (Oxford Actors Company),
Matthew Freeman’s Christmas Crooners (UK tour).
Film: includes Man Out of Time, Urban Peacocks, 500 Years Later.
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Steve Pemberton
VICE PRINCIPAL DOUGLAS PANCH
Training: Bretton Hall College.
Theatre: includes The Drowsy Chaperone (Novello), The Rocky Horror Show
(Playhouse/ Comedy), The Exonerated (Riverside), Art (Wyndham’s), The League
of Gentlemen (London/ Edinburgh), A Local Show for Local People (Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane/UK tour).
Film: includes Mr Bean’s Holiday, I Could Never Be Your Woman, Lassie, The
League of Gentlemen’s Apocalypse, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Free
Jimmy, Match Point, The Life and Death of Peter Sellers, Churchill the Hollywood
Years, Birthday Girl, Alice in Russialand.
Television: includes Whitechapel II, Benidorm, Going Postal, Psychoville, Minder,
Miss Marple, Whitechapel, Doctor Who, The Old Curiosity Shop, The Bad
Mother’s Handbook, Kingdom, Hotel Babylon, Under the Greenwood Tree, Riot
at the Rite, The Last Detective, Blackpool, Poirot: Death on the Nile, Shameless,
The League of Gentlemen, Gormenghast, Randall and Hopkirk (Deceased), In the
Red, Friday Night Armistice, Lenny Goes to Town, Channel Four Sitcom Weekend
Spoof.

Iris Roberts
LOGAINNE SCHWARTZANDGRUBENNIERE/ LEAF’S MUM
Theatre: includes Time Warner Ignite (Old Vic New Voices), Sex Toys (Waterloo
East), Believe Nothing, A Perfect Christmas (The Miniaturists), Northern Spirit
(Northern Stage), Lorelei (Goldsmiths), Cyrano de Bergerac (White Bear),
Skyscraper (Public Theater, New York), The Day the Nation Shook (nabokov),
Backbeat (Citizens), Cell Begat Cell, After the Flood, Thinking the Deep Thoughts
(Old Vic), These Memories Must Go (Old Vic 24 Hour Plays 2009), Love Never
Dies (Workshop), Eric’s (Liverpool Everyman).
Television: includes Justice.
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Creative Team
William Finn
MUSIC & LYRICS
William Finn’s work includes In Trousers, March of the Falsettos, America Kicks
Up Its Heels, Dangerous Games (music by Astor Piazzolla), Romance in Hard
Times, Falsettoland and Falsettos (both co-writer James Lapine, Tony Awards for
Falsettos for Best Book of a Musical and Best Original Score, Drama Desk Award
for Outstanding Lyrics for Falsettoland), The Sisters Rosensweig, A New Brain,
Love’s Fire, Elegies: A Song Cycle and Make Me a Song.
For television, Finn’s provided the music and lyrics for the Ace Award-winning
HBO cartoon Ira Sleeps Over, Tom Thumb and Thumbelina, Pokey Little Puppy’s
First Christmas and, with Ellen Fitzhugh, two Brave Little Toaster cartoons.

Rachel Sheinkin
BOOK
Rachel Sheinkin won a Tony Award for the Best Book of a Musical for Spelling
Bee. Her other work includes the book for the musical of Little House on the
Prairie and Striking 12, and the book and lyrics for Blood Drive.

Jamie Lloyd
DIRECTOR
Jamie is an Associate Director of the Donmar.
For the Donmar: Passion (Evening Standard Award for Best Musical), Polar Bears,
Piaf (also Vaudeville, Teatro Liceo, Buenos Aires and Nuevo Teatro Alcala, Madrid,
in Argentina, Hugo Award for Best Director, ADEET Award for Best Production &
Clarin Award for Best Musical Production), staged readings of A House Not Meant
to Stand and The Cocktail Party and a concert version of Company (Queen’s).
Theatre: includes Salome (Headlong), The Little Dog Laughed (Garrick), Three
Days of Rain (Apollo), The Pride (Royal Court – Olivier Award for Outstanding
Achievement), Eric’s (Liverpool Everyman), The Lover & The Collection (Comedy),
The Caretaker (Sheffield Crucible & Tricycle), William Finn’s Elegies: A Song Cycle
(Arts), Falsettoland (Pleasance, Edinburgh).
Jamie is the Associate Artist of Headlong. Future projects include: American Trade
(RSC), Inadmissible Evidence (Donmar).
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Christopher Oram
DESIGNER
For the Donmar: King Lear, Passion, Red (also New York – Critics Circle Award,
Tony Award), Hamlet (also Elsinore/New York), Madame de Sade, Twelfth Night,
Ivanov, Othello, Parade (also Los Angeles), Frost/ Nixon (also Gielgud/New York/US
tour), Guys and Dolls (Piccadilly), Don Juan in Soho, Grand Hotel, Henry IV, World
Music, Caligula (Evening Standard Award), The Vortex, Privates on Parade, Merrily
We Roll Along, Passion Play, Good, The Bullet.
Theatre: includes Backbeat (Glasgow Citizens), A View from the Bridge (Duke
of York’s), King Lear/The Seagull (RSC), Evita (Adelphi), Macbeth, The Jew of
Malta, The Embalmer (Almeida), Danton’s Death, Stuff Happens, Marriage Play/
Finding the Sun, Summerfolk, Power (NT – Olivier Award), Oleanna (Garrick), Loyal
Women, Fucking Games (Royal Court), The Caretaker, All My Sons (Bristol Old
Vic). For Sheffield Crucible: Suddenly Last Summer (also Albery – Critics’ Circle
Award), The Tempest (also Old Vic), Richard III, Don Juan, Edward II, The Country
Wife, Six Degrees of Separation, As You Like It (also Lyric Hammersmith).
Film: includes The Magic Flute.
Opera: includes Billy Budd (Glyndebourne), Madame Butterfly (Houston).

Neil Austin
LIGHTING DESIGNER
For the Donmar: King Lear, Passion, The Prince of Homburg, Red (also Broadway
– Tony Award, Drama Desk Award), Life Is a Dream, A Streetcar Named Desire,
Hamlet (also Broadway), Madame de Sade, Twelfth Night, Piaf (also Vaudeville/
Buenos Aires/ Madrid), Parade (Knight of Illumination Award, also Los Angeles –
Garland Award), John Gabriel Borkman, Don Juan in Soho, The Cryptogram, Frost/
Nixon (also Gielgud/ Broadway/US tour), The Wild Duck, The Cosmonaut’s Last
Message to the Woman He Once Loved in the Former Soviet Union, Henry IV,
World Music, After Miss Julie, Caligula.
Theatre: includes, currently, The Children’s Hour (Comedy), Betty Blue Eyes
(Novello), Cinderella (Matthew Bourne’s new Adventures international tour).
Also, Welcome to Thebes, Women Beware Women, The White Guard, London
Assurance, The Observer, England People Very Nice, Mrs Affleck, Oedipus, Her
Naked Skin, Afterlife, The Emperor Jones, Philistines, The Man of Mode, Thérèse
Raquin, The Seafarer, Henry IV Parts I & II, Fix Up, The Night Season, A Prayer
for Owen Meany, The Walls, Further than the Furthest Thing (NT), King Lear, The
Seagull, Much Ado About Nothing, Romeo and Juliet, King John, Julius Caesar,
Two Gentleman of Verona (RSC), The Priory, Tusk Tusk, Flesh Wound, Trust (Royal
Court), No Man’s Land (Duke of York’s), Dealer’s Choice (Trafalgar Studios), A Life
in the Theatre (Apollo), Japes (Haymarket).
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Alan Williams
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Alan attended Chetham’s School of Music before studying piano and conducting at
the Guildhall School of Music and Drama.
For the Donmar: Passion. Also, Grand Hotel, Guy and Dolls (Associate Musical
Director).
Theatre: includes, as Musical Director, Monty Python’s Spamalot (Palace), The
Go-Between (Trafalgar Studios), Little Shop of Horrors (West Yorkshire Playhouse).
Musical Supervisor/ Arranger: Eric’s (Liverpool Everyman). Associate/Assistant
Musical Director: Sister Act (London Palladium), Hairspray (Shaftesbury), Guys and
Dolls (Piccadilly), Jerry Springer – The Opera (Cambridge Theatre), Babes in Arms
(Cardiff International Festival of Musical Theatre). He also worked on Anything
Goes (Theatre Royal, Drury Lane), Follies in Concert (London Palladium), Billy Elliot
(Workshop) and Mamma Mia! (Film). Forthcoming: Shrek (Theatre Royal, Drury
Lane).

Ann Yee
CHOREOGRAPHER
For the Donmar: Novecento (Trafalgar Studios).
Theatre: includes King Lear (RSC, Stratford & London), Ingerland (Operashots/
Royal Opera House), Salome (Headlong/ UK tour), Behud (Soho), A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (Castle, Wellingborough), The Secret Garden (West Yorkshire
Playhouse & Birmingham Rep), Shraddha (Soho), Mates (Latitude Festival –
Drywrite), Much Ado About Nothing (Regent’s Park Open Air), This Isn’t Romance
(Soho), Eric’s (Liverpool Everyman), Romeo and Juliet (Middle Temple Hall),
Oxford Street (Royal Court), Hamlet (Theater Rozmaitosci, Warsaw), The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe (West Yorkshire Playhouse/Birmingham Rep), Bad
Girls the Musical (Garrick), Angels in America (Lyric Hammersmith/UK tour),
Bent (Trafalgar Studios), Hair (Gate), Woyzeck (St Anne’s Warehouse, New York/
Gate), The Odyssey (Lyric Hammersmith/Bristol Old Vic), The Magic Carpet (Lyric
Hammersmith), Big Love (gate), Food (Traverse/UK tour), Sex, Chips & Rock ’n’
Roll (Royal Exchange).
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Background
THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL PUTNAM COUNTY Spelling Bee is a musical
comedy conceived by Rebecca Feldman with music and lyrics by William Finn,
a book by Rachel Sheinkin and additional material by Jay Reiss. The Donmar’s
production is the musical’s UK premiere. It was originally staged on Broadway,
directed by James Lapine.
The show centres around a Spelling Bee* set in the gymnasium of the fictitious
Putnam Valley Middle School, U.S.A. Six idiosyncratic adolescents compete in the
bee, which is run by three equally idiosyncratic grown-ups. An unusual aspect of
the musical is that, during each performance, four actual members of the audience
are invited on stage to compete in the Spelling Bee alongside the six young
characters.

*Spelling Bee
Definition: a competition where contestants, usually
children, are asked to spell words.
Use in a sentence: “The concept of the Spelling Bee is
thought to have originated in the United States; today,
national Spelling Bee competitions are held all over the
world, including the United Kingdom.”
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Characters
The Spellers (in order of appearance)

CHIP TOLENTINO (Harry Hepple)
The reigning spelling champion of Putnam County, who returns to defend his title.
He is relatively athletic and sociable, and expects things to come easily to him.
Lately though, he has been experiencing some weird changes; puberty has hit at
an inopportune* moment.

*inopportune
Definition: Badly timed
Use in a sentence: “During the second round of the Spelling
Bee, Chip is invited to the microphone to spell at an
inopportune moment.”
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LOGAINNE SCHWARTZANDGRUBENIERRE, “Schwarzy” for
short
(Iris Roberts)
Younger than most Bee participants, Schwarzy is driven by internal and external
pressure, especially by a desire to win in order to make her two fathers
(from whom she takes her combined last name) proud. She lisps, is a little
uncomfortable in her body, has tics, but still manages to strike a strong presence
with her political awareness and keen sense of justice*. Having drilled words for
hours a day, she is aware of everything that goes on in the room.

*Justice
Definition: Fairness
Use in a sentence: “Schwarzy questions
the justice of Dad Carl trying to
eliminate one of her co-contestants at
the Bee through trickery.”
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LEAF CONEYBEAR (Chris Carswell)
As the second runner-up in his district Spelling Bee, Coneybear didn’t expect to be
competing at the 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee today. He comes from
a large family of former hippies*, and is home schooled with his many siblings.
Everything about this public event is an adventure for him, from meeting the other
contestants to showing off his home made clothes; he savours each moment
of unexpected attention. He may have Attention Deficit Disorder, but delights in
his own wandering focus, spelling words correctly while in a trance. Coneybear
doesn’t expect to win, but he finds absolutely everything incredibly amusing.

*Hippies
Definition: Unconventional young people of the 1960s
Use in a sentence: “Coneybear doesn’t realise what a
profound impact his parents’ lives as former hippies has
had on his upbringing.”
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WILLIAM BARFEE (David Finn)
Barfee (pronounced “Barfée, as in parfait” as he keeps reminding everyone) has a
host of health problems and a lot to prove. He is loud and combative; the defence
mechanism of the large child who becomes a bully to avoid being picked on. His
parents are divorced and his father is remarried to a much younger woman. Barfee
doesn’t expect kindness from anyone except his mother, so anyone who extends
the hand of friendship takes him by surprise. He’s noticed on the Spelling Bee
circuit for his remarkable technique of spelling words out on the floor with his foot.
Taken out of the competition last year because of an ill-timed allergic reaction to
peanuts, he’s here for vindication*. The journey he doesn’t expect is one of one
of coming to care about someone else: when he sees beyond his own needs for
maybe the first time, it shakes him to the core.

*Vindication
Definition: To be proven right
Use in a sentence: “Barfee doesn’t need vindication from
anyone when he spells a word; he is self-assured enough
to know he will get it right.”
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MARCY PARK (Maria Lawson)
The ultimate over-achiever, Marcy has never been given any other option; she
comes from a family where excellence is expected and easy to achieve. Attending
a Catholic school called “Our Lady of Intermittent* Sorrows”, she assumes
that God also expects perfection. She sees herself as a mass of problems, but
conceals this from others. Having moved a lot because of her parents’ work, she
knows she can beat the local competition. Her many talents include piano, dance,
martial arts, baton twirling, speaking six different languages and, in the Donmar’s
production, escapology.

*Intermittent
Definition: Occurring at irregular
intervals
Use in a sentence: “Marcy’s feelings of
achievement are only intermittent; she
spends a lot of her time angst-ridden
and hiding in the bathroom cabinet.”
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OLIVE OSTROVSKY (Hayley Gallivan)
A word lover, Olive has a fairly quiet life. As an only child with often absent
parents, she spends a lot of her time alone. Some of that time is spent reading the
dictionary; the words bring her comfort, as does the idea of the vastness of the
world the book contains. During the first half of the bee, she often peers into the
audience to see if her father, who is delayed at work, has arrived yet. Her mother
is in an ashram* in India, so won’t be coming along. Olive begins the Bee shyly,
but blossoms as the completion progresses.

* Ashram
Definition: A Hindu retreat
Use is a sentence: “Olive’s fascination with
the derivation of words found her musing
over the irony of her mother’s retreat to an
ashram: the “ashes” of disappointment in her
mother’s emotional withdrawal are “rammed”
into her heart.”
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The adults (in order of appearance)
RONA LISA PERETTI – also plays Olive’s Mum in fantasy
sequence (Katherine Kingsley)
Rona is Putnam’s long-time Spelling Bee hostess, a local realtor*, and the 3rd
annual Putnam County spelling champion. This is Rona’s day to be queen. From
her perspective, she keeps the Bee running smoothly, upholds protocol, and
conveys crucial information to the audience. Her interest in the
competition is unflagging and drives it forward. She regards
the Bee as a complex cerebral sporting event, and she
wants the audience to understand every twist and turn.
In the reality of everyday life, she tries to underplay
the importance of this event to her, embarrassed
that her own championship moment remains such
a highlight. A little concerned when the substitute
word pronouncer arrives, she knows she has to
step up her game to make the day a success.

*Realtor
Definition: An American term for someone
who works as an estate agent.
Use in a sentence: “When working
as a realtor, Rona often only
has her mind half on the job;
in her head she is re-living
the moment when she was
the Queen Spelling Bee of
Putnam County.”
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VICE PRINCIPAL DOUGLAS PANCH (Steve
Pemberton)
Douglas Panch is Vice Principal of Lake Hemingway Dos
Passos Junior High School and is frustrated with his life.
He fell into his career in education and doesn’t have any
particular passion for it. The drive of the young spellers is alien
to him; he has never found anything that important. Stuck in
his current job, endlessly waiting for promotion that will never
be his, he was not happy to receive a telephone call this
morning saying that he was needed to substitute
as judge. This is his first Bee after a five
year absence; there was an “incident” at
the Twentieth Annual Bee, but he claims
to be in “a better place” now, thanks to
a high-fibre diet and Jungian* analysis.
He starts the Bee eager to do well
and to redeem himself from past
mistakes.

* Jungian
Definition: Appertaining to the Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung (18751961), the founder of analytical psychology.
Use in a sentence: “Two years of weekly sessions of Jungian analysis
couldn’t rid Panch of his obsession with Rona Lisa Peretti.”
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MITCH MAHONEY – also plays Dan Dad and Olive’s Dad in
fantasy sequences (Ako Mitchell)
With a bouncer’s physique and demeanour, Mitch appears an odd choice to be
the bee’s official “Comfort Counselor”, but it’s part of his community service. The
outsider, who in a way gets to inhabit the audience perspective, he wonders about
the wisdom of putting the young people through this. He has no idea how to offer
comfort, but increasingly finds himself wishing he could find a way to make the
young people feel better about losing.

*Counselor (American spelling)
Definition: Someone who advises others.
Use in a sentence: “Being a convicted criminal, Mitch is
amused by the irony of his role as a comfort counselor,
and wonders if his CRB (Criminal Records Bureau) check
will ever be passed.”
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Characters from the fantasy sequences
SCHWARZY’S FATHERS:
CARL GRUBENIERRE – Carl Dad, played by Chris Carswell
Schwarzy’s main trainer, the more intense and competitive of her fathers.
DAN SCHWARTZ – Dan Dad, played by Ako Mitchell
Schwarzy’s other father, more laid back than Carl, and fairly ineffectual.
CONEYBEAR’S MOM, DAD AND SIBLINGS – played by Iris Roberts, David
Flynn, Maria Lawson and the audience spellers
All more academically gifted than Coneybear, they are even more surprised at his
success than he is.
OLIVE’S MOM – played by Katherine Kingsley
A fantasy version of Olive’s mom at her Ashram in India.
OLIVE’S DAD – played by Ako Mitchell
A fantasy version of Olive’s Dad coming to the Bee from work.
JESUS CHRIST – played by Harry Hepple
Invoked by a speller in need.

Audience interaction
About half an hour before the show begins, audience members in the foyer
are given the chance to sign up to participate in the show as “spellers.” The
registration form asks for name, occupation, hobbies, description of clothing,
spelling ability, and age range. In choosing audience volunteers, the show’s
authors stress the importance of looking for people “who do not want to ham it
up”, advising against selecting actors or comedians; the audience roots for the
volunteers as representatives of themselves on stage, so it’s important that they
be that – simply themselves.1 The audience participants are briefed where to stand
when called from the audience and given guidelines about what to do when called
upon to spell. They are told above all not to act, and no matter what happens, to
ask for a definition of each word, and then for its use in a sentence, and to attempt
to spell each word rather than giving up. During the performance, the actors sitting
next to the audience participants periodically whisper hints about when to stand,
sit, move in “slow motion” or “freeze” etc.
Rona calls the spellers to the stage at the beginning of the show, and they are
given badges to wear that say “Finalist.” As the show proceeds, each one is
eliminated with successively more difficult words. The final audience participant
to be eliminated is serenaded by Mitch (“Prayer of the Comfort Counselor”)
on-stage. Mitch also gives each eliminated finalist (both audience members and
named characters) a juice box and a hug.

1
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Authors’ Note, The 25th Annual Putnam Spelling Bee, Vocal libretto, p.iii.

The musical treats the audience as if they were the audience at the fictitious
Spelling Bee. For example, the characters single out audience members as their
“family”: Barfee periodically refers to an age-appropriate woman near the stage as
“mom”; Chip is distracted by an attractive female audience member, contributing
to his elimination. He is the first contestant to leave the competition and is
tasked with selling snacks to the audience during the supposed ‘interval’. Other
characters frequently walk through the auditorium among the audience during
the show, sometimes integrating the audience into the show and occasionally
dropping the “fourth wall”.
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Synopsis
The Donmar’s production is played straight through, without an interval. For
rehearsal purposes, the piece was sub-divided into three acts. Because of the
improvisational element of the production, the following synopsis should only be
taken as a guide to the journey of the Spelling Bee.

Act One
The musical begins with Rona Lisa Peretti entering the gymnasium to make sure
everything is in order for the start of the Spelling Bee. As she passes by the
microphone, she has a flashback to the moment when she won the third annual
Spelling Bee by spelling the word syzygy correctly.
Chip’s entrance jars Rona from her memory. She introduces him to the audience,
as she does Schwarzy, Coneybear, Barfee, Marcy and Olive as they arrive. As
the competitors are introduced, they sing about their expectations for the bee.
(Musical number 1: The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee). Rona then
welcomes the audience to the bee, and calls the selected audience spellers to the
stage. She also calls up Olive, who hasn’t paid her entrance fee yet. When asked
if she has a parent in the audience who can pay, Olive reveals that she travelled to
the Bee by herself on the bus. Rona lets the issue of the fee go for the moment.
She then introduces the official ‘Word Pronouncer’, Vice Principal Douglas Panch,
who is returning from a five-year hiatus. Panch in turn introduces the comfort
counselor, Mitch Mahoney, who has taken on this role as part of his community
service. Mitch leads the spellers (now including the audience spellers) in the
Pledge of Allegiance. Panch then explains the rules of the Spelling Bee (Musical
number 1a: “The Rules).
Schwarzy is the first speller to be called forward, and, as she approaches the
microphone, Rona offers a running commentary about her – as she does for every
speller, purportedly using facts takes from their registration cards. Schwarzy
gets her spelling correct. Coneybear is then called to spell for the first time. It is
revealed in a flashback that he came in third at his regional bee, but advanced to
the county finals when the winner and runner-up had to attend the winner’s Bat
Mitzvah. His word is capybara, which he has no idea how to spell, but ends up
spelling correctly while in a trance. Olive is next to be called. She is shown to be
shy and reserved, a result of her uninterested parents – her mother is in India on a
spiritual journey, and her father is missing the Bee to work late. She explains how
she came to love spelling by reading the dictionary in her house (Musical number
2: “My Friend, the Dictionary”).
Two of the audience volunteers are invited to spell , and then Barfee is called to
spell for the first time. Rona describes his unusual technique – he spells the word
out on the ground with his foot to get a visual before speaking it. He demonstrates
his confidence by returning to his seat immediately after spelling his word, and
responding “I know” when Panch says that it is correct.
The third audience volunteer is called up, followed by Marcy and Chip, who spell
their words correctly. The fourth audience speller is given a particularly easy word,
which prompts the other spellers to erupt and rant about how the element of luck
makes the Bee unfair (Musical number 3: “Pandemonium”)
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Round two commences and Schwarzy is called to spell again. She recalls that the
word given to her is one that she practiced with her two dads, and there is a flash
back to this moment. This shows Carl Dad drilling her relentlessly, whilst Dan Dad
tries to alleviate the pressure Carl is placing her under.
When Coneybear is called for the second time, he gets the word acouchi, which
he again does not know how to spell. He reminisces about how his family
repeatedly call him “dumb”, a sentiment that he has come to believe. Again, in a
trance, he spells the word correctly (Musical number 4: “I’m Not That Smart”).
Please note: by this stage, the actor playing Panch will use his discretion on where
to call audience volunteers, depending on how many remain. This may impact on
the order and frequency in which the actors are called to spell.
Barfee is called again, and this time sings about his technique (Musical number 5:
“Magic Foot”).
Chip is then called, but he is not paying attention; he is fantasizing about Marigold,
Leaf Coneybear’s attractive sister in the audience. He is snapped out of his daze,
but is reluctant to take his turn because he has an erection. Under threat of
disqualification, he takes his turn, but his thoughts (aided by the vaguely erotic
word he is given, tittup) distract him and he misspells the word. He catches
himself misspelling the word, and backs up to save himself. Unfortunately for
Chip, the rules state, “if you start to spell a word you may start over, but the
sequence of letters already spoken may not be changed.” He begs for another
chance, but Mitch eventually hauls him off (Musical numbers 6: “Pandemonium
(Reprise), 6a:“Goodbye” and 6b: “My Favourite Moment of the Bee 2”).
At this point, the last audience speller is eliminated (he or she is simply called
repeatedly in succession and given increasingly difficult words). Mitch sings a
special serenade to this audience member for making it this far (Musical number
7: “Prayer of the Comfort Counselor”).
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The remaining spellers (all of the normal cast spellers minus Chip) exit to take a
break, and Chip passes through the audience selling snacks, the punishment for
being the first contestant to be eliminated. He explains to the audience why he
lost (Musical number 9: “Chip’s Lament”). Barfee re-enters and taunts Chip, who
throws a bag of peanut M&M’s at him. Allergic to peanuts, he has Olive pick them
up for him. Olive and Barfee converse awkwardly, and Barfee begins to develop a
crush on Olive.

Act Two
With the break over, Rona introduces the finalists as they re-enter. Last to be
introduced is Schwarzy, who describes her overbearing fathers and the stress
that they put on her (Musical number 10: “Woe is Me”). In the next section,
rounds of spelling continue in increasingly fast motion, giving the illusion that we
are going through several rounds of finalists battling word after word. (Musical
number 11: “Spelling Montage”). This culminates in the elimination of Coneybear
for misspelling the word chinchilla. (Musical number 11a: “I’m not that Smart”,
Reprise).
Marcy is called to spell, and Rona, who has been announcing factoids about the
spellers, says that Marcy speaks five languages. Marcy corrects her, (Musical
number 12: “I Speak Six Languages”). She reveals more about her stressful life,
about how she is pushed to succeed at everything, which she does not enjoy. She
is given the word camouflage, to which she sighs, “Dear Jesus, can’t you come
up with a harder word than that?” Jesus Christ then appears to her and teaches
her that she is in control of her own life. (Musical number 13:”Jesus”). Resolved
to do what she wants, not what is expected of her, she intentionally misspells the
word and exits excitedly.
Olive’s cellular telephone rings—it is her father, who she has been anxiously
hoping would arrive. The rules of the Bee state that she is not allowed to answer
the telephone, but she persuades Rona to answer the call for her. Bothered by the
breach of the rules, Panch loses his temper and lashes out at Schwarzy, who is
up to spell. Mitch wrestles Panch out, and in the ensuing chaos, Schwarzy is left
alone in the gymnasium. Carl Dad jumps onstage to calm her down, and he pours
some coke out of a can on the floor to make Barfee’s foot stick and thus disrupt
his spelling technique.
With Panch calmed down, everyone returns to the gymnasium, and Olive is called
to spell. She asks Rona what her father said, and is saddened to learn that he is
running even later than planned. Her word is chimerical, and, mirroring the word’s
definition offered by Panch as “unreal, imaginary, visionary”, she imagines her
parents’ giving her the love that she has always wanted (Musical number 14: “The
I Love You Song”).
Barfee is called to spell next, and when using his signature technique, his foot
sticks. Despite this, he is able to spell his word correctly. Schwarzy is next, and
she overcomplicates her word and misspells it (Musical number 15: “Woe is Me”,
reprise). Rona is excited that it has come down to the final two contestants of the
Spelling Bee.
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Act Three
The finals are shown quickly through another montage (Musical number 16:
“Second”), and Olive and Barfee continue to grow closer, in part by taunting
Panch for his earlier outburst. Eventually, Olive misspells a word, giving Barfee a
chance to win by spelling his next word correctly. He is torn between winning and
letting his crush win, but with Olive’s encouragement, he spells his word correctly
(Musical number 17:”Weltanschauung”). Panch awards Barfee the trophy and
$200 prize (Musical number 18: “The Champion”), and in a spontaneous act
of charity, gives Olive a fictitious runner-up prize of $25 from his own pocket—
exactly the amount needed to cover her entrance fee. Olive congratulates and
hugs Barfee. The musical draws to a close with each character delivering their
own epilogue, during which the children transform into the adults they will later
become, delivering the end of the speech as their grown up selves. (Musical
number 19: Epilogues). This is followed by the company’s bow (Musical number
20: “Finale”).
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The rehearsal process

The concept for the production
THE 25TH ANNUAL PUTNAM COUNTY Spelling Bee is designed to feel newly
created with each performance. Audience participation is an integral part of this
musical comedy: the involvement of audience volunteers allows for adaptability
and surprise, so that no two performances are exactly alike. In the Donmar’s
production, director Jamie Lloyd wants the entire audience to feel involved, not
just the audience volunteers. In the first instance this will be achieved through
the design concept for the piece. The intimate environment of the Donmar’s
auditorium and stage area embraces the audience at the best of times, and
designer Christopher Oram has devised several strategies to maximise the space’s
potential in this respect. The intention is to turn the space into a school gym,
removing the wall that usually separates the foyer area from the auditorium, and
replacing the theatre seating with individual blue plastic chairs. The sound and
lighting will be visibly rigged as they would be in a school gym.
The ‘event’ will begin for the audience the moment they arrive at the theatre;
all front of house signage will be replaced with the logo for the Putnam County
Spelling Bee. The blue and yellow colouring of this logo will dominate over the
Donmar’s trademark red.
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It is intended to be as creative as possible when rehearsing the world of the
Spelling Bee. All the equipment usually found in gyms – such as ropes, pom-poms
and basketballs – will be employed to full effect in order to achieve this.
The costumes will be broadly drawn, making colourful, bright and bold statements
about the characters wearing them. The actors are being encouraged to decorate
their costumes with personal details such as stickers. Each character will have
a bag, and Oram is keen that each member of the cast will be involved in
assembling the contents of their bag, the objects evolving from details pertinent
to their character. Detail is paramount in the Donmar space, particularly in relation
to the overall concept of design; the audience will be privy to every minute detail
in the environment that is being created, right down to the soles of the cast’s
shoes. Oram’s initial concept for the costume design has been born out of what
is written in the script. For example, Mitch will be wearing a Bee suit, drawing on
the comedic nature of the musical by putting a former gangster inside a children’s
costume.
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A chat over lunch with Simon Evans, Assistant
Director
Can you talk about Jamie Lloyd’s approach to the process of preparing
this musical for production, and how the different elements of music and
choreography have been integrated into the rehearsal process?
Jamie puts the characters at the forefront of the rehearsal process; that’s the
Donmar practice. It’s all about detail, it’s all about acting – even when approaching
a musical. This also applies to the casting of the piece; I would say the company
are actors before they are singers or dancers. They are great singers and fantastic
dancers – they are not out of their comfort zone – but they are first and foremost
actors. Jamie’s main focus is to unlock character driven moments.
In terms of integrating the music and the dancing, we did a lot of company
ensemble work in the first week, trust building exercises and getting everyone
to work as a team and becoming really alert to each other’s suggestions, and
really watching and listening to each other. When we went through the text for
the first time, we paid such close attention to character, that when it came to
choreographing the show, the first step for the choreographer, Ann Yee, was to
ask the company how they thought their character should be moving, and what
they should be doing; her job became about how to make their work precise.
So the movement has come out of the actors’ imaginations. There are very few
moments when everyone on stage is doing the same dance, but even when they
are, it is the same move but they are doing it in character. You really can see the
difference between a musical done with singers and dancers, and one done with
actors. You could call this piece of work a play with songs, rather than a musical.
There are some great musical numbers, but not all the show is sung, there are
spoken bits in between. We’ve been through the work two and half times now,
and each time it’s with more detail and always character driven.
In your second rehearsal update, you talk about becoming aware of the tonal
shifts as the story develops. Can you talk about these shifts, and how they
have developed as they have been explored further?
The first half of the show is very light and energetic. In the second part, there are
songs and moments that are much deeper, moments where we learn from the
backstory that these kids have had a tough time. And, because of that attention to
detail, it is really moving. And it’s one of those things that we’re only going to see
for the first time when we run the show next week.
On the first day of rehearsal, Jamie talked about how he intended to be
as creative as possible when rehearsing the world of the Spelling Bee, for
example, by employing all the equipment usually found in gyms – such as
ropes, pom-poms and basket balls – to full effect in order to achieve this. Can
you talk about how this has evolved during the rehearsal process?
With all of those props and elements of creativity, what Jamie did in the first week
was keep drumming into the actors this idea that no idea was stupid and that
nothing was too ludicrous. As a consequence of this, every suggestion was tried
out. This show is now the result of eleven people’s imaginations. Jamie’s job has
been to purify it along the way, taking those ideas and making them work, and
making sure that the story is always clear. It’s a fascinating way of working. The
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nicest thing about this process is that because its being staged at the Donmar, the
audience will be able to enjoy all of this attention to detail. Most of the creativity
that you see comes from these tiny little moments. My advice to audience
members is to see the show more than once, and each time to focus their
attention on a different character.
It’s interesting that you say the characters have made the production their
own, because this is the approach designer Christopher Oram has talked
about in terms of costume, encouraging the actors to make them their own.
Can you talk about how this has evolved?
Before Christopher and his team went out and started sourcing costumes, they
had a chat with all the actors and asked them what they thought their character
should wear. What would they come to a Spelling Bee in? The actor playing
Coneybear, Chris Carswell, is wearing different coloured converse trainers on
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each foot – they are an odd pair of trainers; he’s made his own trousers, because
it refers to the fact that he makes his own clothes in the script. The things in their
bags, which we don’t necessarily see, but which support their characters, are
absolutely wonderful. Iris Roberts, who plays Schwarzy, wanted to have a security
blanket, and we wondered where she would have got this. She doesn’t see her
mother anymore, so she thought it should come from something her mother had
worn to remind her of this important woman who is missing from her life.
In the author’s note, we are told that the involvement of audience volunteers
allows for ‘adaptability and surprise’, so that no two performances are alike.
How are you accommodating this in the rehearsal room?
There is obviously going to be a hefty weight of audience participation in the
production. So, it’s not a show where the cast can just go onto autopilot. At every
stage they need to be on their toes – if they’re not it will stand out like a sore
thumb. If they miss a beat, the show will fall at that point. In early rehearsals
it was myself and the stage management team who stood in as the audience
members. We’ve had some people from outside the production, who are
unfamiliar with how the show works, who have been standing in for us this week.
As of next week when we start doing run-throughs, I am organising four different
volunteers each day. Although the audience volunteers are only in the first half
of the show, what the cast need to bear in mind is that the audience will come
to expect a degree of spontaneity in the show, and will expect the actors to keep
including them. There is the risk that as soon as the audience volunteers are
out, the fourth wall comes down. So, all those exercises we covered in the first
week – of being on the ball, alert to everybody around you, and to everyone who
is watching – will hold them in really good stead. All of the actors are very likeable
when they are on stage; they are all present in a very inviting way, welcoming
the audience to come with them on their journey. From the word go, I think the
audience will like everyone on the stage, whether they are goodies or baddies,
being mean or lovely. I think the audience will warm to them, and want to be
included. I also think there is something lovely about watching a group of people
having fun on stage – and they are doing that in spades. Yesterday we ran the first
forty-five minutes of the show for the first time, and Hayley Gallivan – who plays
Olive – said, “that was so much fun to perform.” It’s rare to hear an actor say that
after a run. To get the audience volunteers to be involved in that atmosphere will
be great.
Have you developed a strategy for preparing the audience volunteers for
their participation in the show?
We have, and I think it’s going to be the hardest task of each performance. It will
be will be the responsibility of Katherine Kingsley (Rona) and Steve Pemberton
(Panch). They will have a list of all the characters in the order they are going to
be spelling, and spaces for the audience volunteers, but they are really going to
have to think on their feet. For example, when the first audience volunteer comes
up, they are really going to want them to spell the word correctly; the show is
tailored in a way that expects them to stay in. But, what do we do if we give them
a word and they accidently transpose two of the letters, or they get nervous and
misspell it? Panch and Rona are then going to have to rearrange the sequence of
things. There is no point the actors memorising an order in which they spell – they
will just have to go up to the microphone when they are called. They just cannot
switch off! All of the actors have got a background in comedy, which I think is
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very important for this show. The improvisations and the ad-libs are rarely where
the real comedy lies – they are the icing on the cake – so these moments should
work as long as the company know their characters inside out and back to front,
as long as what they come out with is in keeping with this. Jamie has very much
encouraged the cast to think about the clarity of the story. One of his favourite
checks for this is asking “what’s the biggest thing in the room?” which effectively
means, at this point in the action, what does the audience really need to see?
What do they need to hear, to get us from this point to the next? Whatever the
cast’s ideas are creatively, the one proviso is, we will experiment with it, but it
can’t detract from telling the story, and pull focus from the biggest thing in the
room.
This is the UK premiere of Spelling Bee, which was written and conceived for
an American audience. Are you adapting it in any way for a UK audience?
Jamie has put in some subtle references to other West-End musicals. It’s almost a
game, can you spot the “Les Mis” moment, the “West Side Story” moment, the
“Phantom” moment. That’s definitely something to look out for!
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A glimpse inside the rehearsal room.
It’s the fourth week of rehearsals, and this morning the company and creative
team have been running the show, integrating music, choreography and acting.
As everyone re-assembles in the room after lunch, I find myself chatting to Iris
Roberts, about Schwarzy, the character she plays. She, like the rest of the cast, is
rehearsing in costume. A cool, on trend rectangular bag of shiny red patent leather
is slung casually across her body. She gladly shares the contents of the bag with
me, all the items carefully chosen by her to reflect Schwarzy’s character: there
is a work-file full of her practice spellings; her schedule for the day; a ‘things to
do’ list; two self help books – Lesley Garner’s “Everything I’ve Ever Done That
Worked” and Dale Carnegie’s “How To Win Friends And Influence People” – and a
comforter, made from a dress that belonged to her mother.
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Throughout the rehearsal process, Jamie has been keen for the cast to avoid any
elements of caricature in developing their roles. He is adamant that he wants the
actors to create plausible characters, so is using the technique he always employs
during Donmar productions: developing detailed character histories to support
them in achieving this level of truthfulness. This is evident as he regroups the
company for the afternoon’s work ahead: he focuses the actors’ concentration by
asking each of them to share “something that we don’t know about you”. Here is
what they share:
Coneybear	“Last summer I went rowing, lost my oars and got stuck for six hours, because noone knew where I was.”
Olive:
“I want to own my own horse ranch when I’m older”.
Barfee: 	“My father’s new woman moved to New York two years ago. She works in a bar
and she’s blond.”
Marcy: 	“I have an older sister called Grace, a younger brother called Roy, and a pet turtle
called Stumpy.”
Chip: 	“I’m a closet Barbra Streisand fan, and my favourite record of hers is ‘People’,
especially the lyrics which go ‘people who need people are the luckiest people in
the world.’”
Schwarzy: 	“I listen to UB40, and my favourite song of theirs is ‘Red, Red Wine’. I don’t know
what the lyris means, but I love the song anyway. When I discovered that it was a
white man singing reggae, it surprised me.
Mitch: 	“I was born in Detroit, then moved to New York where I got caught up with some
bad people.”
Panch: 	“About fifteen years ago, I proposed to one of the teachers who worked at my
school; she taught home economics and I thought she would make a good wife.
I took her to a Billy Joel concert in Washington, which is where I proposed. She
rejected me. A year later she moved from the school.
Rona: 	“In my spare time I’m a gym instructor, and teach aerobics on a Thursday evening.
This is where I met my fiancé, Peter – he works as a welfare officer at a local
school.”
The atmosphere in the rehearsal room is relaxed, yet focused. There is a sense of
true collaboration at work between cast, creative team and stage management.
They are all working together to unify the mix of acting, choreography, music and
complex use of props to produce a sharp clarity of work.
The session starts with a run of the opening section of Act Two. Rona (Katherine
Kingsley) introduces the spellers as they enter the space for the second part of
the Spelling Bee. This is the perfect refresher for the actors to warm-up into their
roles. Schwarzy takes this opportunity to thank her two fathers who have been,
“so supportive of me and all my endeavours”.
This sets up her musical number, “Woe is me”, in which she expresses the
paradoxical elements for her character. These are all brought about by her trying
to be the person her fathers wants her to be. Carl Dad (Chris Carswell) and Dan
Dad (Ako Mitchell) frame Schwarzy, struck in traditional yoga poses to echo her
lyrics, “Though I practice yoga, I don’t breathe”, the perfect metaphor for her
outer characteristics concealing fundamental contradictory inner feelings. The
number culminates with the other spellers joining her in the song’s chorus, whilst
surrounding her and rhythmically emphasising key words with the thrust of allAmerican pom-poms they are holding.
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After the run, the creative team intervene unobtrusively to support the actors in
their performances of the work: director Jamie Lloyd offers the spellers a note
on their role in the number, “remember, it’s all about the pressure on Schwarzy
– you all represent the pressure of the dads, and the pom-poms are your way
of expressing this.” Choreographer Ann Yee Invites the spellers to find their
own solution to coming downstage to join Schwarzy for the number, while she
works independently with Chris and Ako, playing the dads, perfecting their
yoga positions for the start of the sequence. Meanwhile, musical director Alan
Williams works with Schwarzy on the minutiae of the song’s rhythm. This work
is supported by dialect coach Penny Dyer, who offers sharpened examples of
New England pronunciation. It is remarkable to watch the creative team working
with such innate understanding of the collaborative process, each offering space
to their colleagues, whilst at the same time focussing on the creative needs of
the company. Watching them work is like observing a piece of choreography in
its own right, as each creative professional advances with contributions, only to
recede as another colleague takes their place; it is the natural ebb and flow of the
creative spirit.
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Practical work
Building trust and creating the ensemble
Here is a sample of the exercises choreographer Ann Yee worked on with the company at the
beginning of the rehearsal process. They were used to support the cast to begin working as a team.
As a general rule, the exercises Ann introduced were designed to accomplish two things:
• Promote an ensemble attitude, so that the company began working/moving as one.
• Encourage the ensemble to synch up so they were effectively thinking as one, responding together
to ideas and stimuli.

General warm up - Moving to Music
The players spread around the room. The facilitator plays different pieces of music while the players
explore how that music affects their bodies. On their own and in pairs they were to respond to the
music and experiment with making those movements larger or smaller (“big dance”/”little dance”).
It warmed them up and encouraged them to consider things like shifts in tempo, heaviness, lightness,
larger, smaller, tightness, jerkiness, bubbles, traveling through a cloud.

Ensemble - Moving through Space
Participants begin to walk around the room “keeping the space alive”. This refers to a need to keep
the room evenly full of people so there are never any large unfilled areas of space. This requires the
actors to work together, observing each other and the room.
Ann tested this by instructing the cast to freeze and close their eyes when she clapped her hands.
While their eyes were closed she would ask them, as a group, to point at where there were unfilled
spaces and then ask them individually, still with their eyes closed, to point at where specific cast
members were in the room. Then another clap signalled for them to open their eyes and keep moving.

Synch-ing - Freezing as one
When they became comfortable with that, and were responding to Ann’s claps as one and
immediately, they were instructed to try and stop, as one, without such an obvious aural cue. To begin
with they seemed to decide, as a group, when it was appropriate to freeze and would gradually come
to a stop, pausing for a moment and then gradually restarting.
Ann then encouraged them to respond to any stimuli around them and, as one, to take that as a cue
to freeze. So it was that the company suddenly became hugely aware of stimuli around the room and,
as one, incredibly sensitive to it. If someone coughed, they’d freeze at once and wait for some other
stimuli (a car engine from the street outside) to indicate for them to set off again.

Walking the grid
As a continuation of this the cast spread themselves around the space and were told to align
themselves to a grid (so on either 0o, 90o, 180o, 270o) and, responding to stimuli, to move forward,
back, left and right, responding to each other and to anything external.
After a while of experimenting with this, Ann allowed one person to introduce a gesture (e.g. raising
a hand), and everyone else was allowed to respond to it if/when the wanted. This permitted them to
introduce other gestures which became stimuli to be responded to.
This developed over 20 minutes, with the cast forming small groups in synch with one another, then
breaking up and forming new groups.
At the end Ann told them they had between 1-5 minutes to find a natural end to the piece.
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An introduction to character work
Read through the outline of the characters and the synopsis offered in Section 2. Build up a picture of
each character from this information, and decide what qualities and characteristics you would look
for in an actor when casting these roles.

Practical exercises
• Below is printed the opening section of Act II, where RONA re-introduces the five – remaining
spellers, CONNEYBEAR, MARCY, BARFEE, OLIVE and SCHWARZY.
• Choose the character you would most like to approach in performance.
• Working in appropriate groupings, read through the extract. What does it encapsulate about your
character? I.e. are they shy, brazen, indignant. Choose a word that sums up how you would like to
portray them in this scene.
• Experiment with finding an appropriate movement, gesture and mannerism that communicates your
character.
• Stage a short improvisation where each character appears and employs these physical qualities,
i.e. where you are all helping to set up the bee.
• Now experiment with staging the scene, employing these physical qualities.
• What do you learn about your character by inhabiting them physically in this way?
RONA 	Ladies and gentlemen our final spellers. Let’s give them a hand. We have, homeschooled from the basin, Leaf Coneybear.
CONNEYBEAR Mom, I’m in the finals!
RONA
From Our Lady of Intermittent Sorrows, Miss Marcy Park.
MARCY
(Still nursing hurt of previous comment) I’m not all business.
RONA
From Cold Spring Country Day, Mr William Barfee
(BARFEE throws up arms in helpless gesture)
RONA
From Garrison Elementary, Miss Olive Ostrovsky
OLIVE 	(needs to communicate that dad may call her back but doesn’t get further than:)
Miss peretti, my dad.
RONA 	And from the Magna Magnet Grammar School, Miss Logainne
Schwartzandgrubenierre.
SCHWARZY 	I’d like to take one moment to thank my two fathers Daniel Schwartz and Carl
Grubenierre who’ve been so supportive of me and all my endeavors.
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Notes on contextualising the extract:
Towards the close of Act One, Marcy spells the word QAIMAQAM correctly. She also gives the
correct definition of the word, and offers up the fact that it is a rare example of the Q-U rule, to which
Rona responds, “Miss Park is all business”. Marcy is genuinely hurt by this definition of her character,
saying, “I am not”, hence her first line in the opening of Act Two.
William Barfée constantly corrects Rona and Panch’s mispronunciation of his name as “Barfee”
in Act One, at one point saying, “It’s supposed to rhyme with parfait, thank you”. He responds to
Rona’s continued mispronunciation of his name in this extract by throwing up his arms in a gesture of
helplessness.
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About the Donmar Warehouse

The Donmar Warehouse is an intimate
not for profit 251 seat theatre located
in the heart of London’s West End. The
theatre attracts almost 100,000 people to
its productions a year. Since 1992, under
the Artistic Direction of Michael Grandage
and his predecessor, Sam Mendes, the
theatre has presented some of London’s
most memorable theatrical experiences as
well as garnered critical acclaim at home
and abroad. With a diverse artistic policy
that includes new writing, contemporary
reappraising of European classics, British
and American drama and music theatre, the
Donmar has created a reputation for artistic
excellence over the last 12 years and has
won 38 Olivier Awards, 23 Critics’ Circle
Awards, 21 Evening Standard Awards, two
South Bank Award and 20 Tony Awards
from nine Broadway productions.

For more information about the Donmar’s
education activities, please contact:
Education Department
Donmar Warehouse
41 Earlham Street
London WC2H 9LX
T: 020 7845 5822
F: 020 7240 4878
W: www.donmarwarehouse.com/education
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